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CHEETAH
By Elizabeth and Sachi
Eyes like glow sticks
Claws like razors
Tail like a snake
Teeth like nails
Nose like a button
As fast as a race car
As sneaky as a fox
As furry as a blanket
As caring as a mother
As skinny as a stick
DOLPHINS
By Ellie and Sara
Eyes like quarters
Tail like a big fan
Skin like water
As fast as lions
As heavy as a car
As strong as a shark
Nice like chihuahua
Mouth full of teeth like sharks
Fun as piñata
Pretty as kitties!
SNAKE
By Finn and Jonathan
Eyes like marbles
Nose like slits
Fangs like spikes
Tail like rope
As large as an arm
As fast as us
As sneaky as a fox
As dangerous as ___
As slithery as a worm

THE SUN
By Andrew and Jovanny
As bright as a light
As big as Jupiter
As far off as Pluto
As hot as a flame
As beautiful as a flower
Rays like an arm
Yellow like a bee
Still like a tree
Dangerous like a lion
Unknown like a ghost
Hair as soft as a blanket,
Claws a sharp as a knife,
A growl as loud as a drone,
As strong as a bull,
Big as a bear,
Fur as tan as sand on a hot day.
TURTLE
By Myreanna
Hard like a rock
Afraid like a coward
Green like grass
Shell like home
Flippers like dolphins
As slow as a snail
Likes water as much as sharks
As scaly as a lizard
As long-necked as a giraffe
As care-free as the wind
As soft as a pillow underneath
As prickly as a cactus on its back
As cute as a mouse
As small as a piece of bread
Sounds like a steam engine, yet,
Sounds like snuffles
Cuddles like a stuffed animal
Curls up like the shape of a ball
Playful like a small child

Eyes like a snake
Fur as soft as a cloud
Tongue as coarse as sand
Nose as pink as strawberry milk
Jumps like a jumping spider
As stealthy as a Ninja
Ears like a knife
As big as a computer
Fast like a car
By Grace and Estefany
Eyes like golf balls
Legs like bricks
Fast like the wind
Skin like satin
Nose like warm clothes
As powerful as a train
As heavy as a car
As large as a cow
As smelly as cheese
As pretty as a princess
A LION
Has hair as crazy as a clown
As yellow as the sun
Has eyes like the darkest night
Roars like a bullhorn
As large as a cheetah
Ears like a cat
Face like a monster
As fast as a racecar
As heavy as a man
Nose like a diamond
A PERSON
Eyes the color of the ocean
Blonde as a Barbie
Tall as my mom
Sideburns like Elvis
Shoes the color of sand
Enthusiastic as a teacher

Feathers like a rainbow
Beak like a knife
Wings like an airplane
Eyes like a button
Feet like claws
As pretty as a butterfly
As graceful as the wind
As happy as Jennifer
As red as a tomato
As loud as a scream
DOG—TOOTIE
She’s as white as snow
She’s soft like a Kleenex
She’s warm like an oven
She has eyes like people
She’s cuddly as a teddy bear
Fast as a car
It’s an animal
LION
By Roberto and Kathryne
Its hair as bright as the sun
Its teeth as sharp as needles
Its roar as loud as thunder
Its fur as soft as a little bunny
Its paws as big as a big shoe
End of the tail like a flame
Face like a sun
King like Simba
Eyes like little black buttons
Fierce like fire
WOLF
Eyes like glass
Tail like a pillow
Ears like mountains
Fur like a blanket
As soft as a puppy
As fast as a cheetah
As strong as steel
As large as a dog

PUPPIES
By Ingrid and Jaritzi
Ears like the softest pillow
Legs like stubby sticks
Fur like a furry blanket
Tongue like a soft kiss on the cheek
Eyes like a very sad funeral
As small as a baby
A nose as wet as a rainstorm
As quiet as a library
As fast as lightning
A tail as long as a belt
LION, By Fernando and Joe
Eyes like a grumpy old man’s eyes
Tail like a snake
Claws like knives
Roar like an earthquake
As fluffy as a pillow
As sleepy as my sister
MONKEYS
By Valeria and Sophie
Eyes like candy
Ears like circles
Tail like a snake
Fur like a coat
Nose like a human
Toes like a man
Fingers like a piano player
Fuzzy like a blanket
Funny like a clown
By Becca and Robert
Eyes like daggers
Legs as fast as a Lamberghiny
Skin as spotted as a Dalmation
As large as this table
Sneaky like a robber
Scary as a haunted house
Sneaks like a panther
As heavy as a car

KITTENS
By Melissa
Small as a shoe
Soft like a tiny bear
Cuddly as a puppy
Furry like a cat
Tail like a mouse
Eyes like marbles
Nose as pink as bubble gum
Paws like a cheetah
Cute as a baby
CHEETAH
By Jaely and Daniel
Eyes like a jaguar
Spots like Dalmatians
Tail like a horse
Fur like a lion
Legs like a dancer
As fast as a racecar
As strong as a superstar
As sneaky as a crook
As mean as a bear
As scary as a monster
DOG, By Josephine and Kate
Eyes like the sun
Ears like mountains
Tail like a snake
A nose as small as a button
As hairy as a bear
As short as a cat

GIRAFFE
By Leslie and Nola
Eyes like a magic 8 ball
Legs like twigs
Ears like fuzzy triangles
Nose like a pistachio
Spots like gold camouflage
As skinny as a snake with 4 legs
As tall as a skyscraper
Skin like a carpet
Tongue as long as its tail
Feet like a horse

A STUDENT
By Emilia and Ariana
Eyes like chocolate chip cookies
Nails as long as acrylic
As beautiful as a sunrise
Hair as dark as the night
Shirt as pink as a flamingo
Caring like a mother bird
Funny like a joker
Smart like a calculator
As playful as a baby bear
A really good friend

BLUE RING OCTOPUS
By Ryan
Legs like the wreathing seaweed
Large as a coin worth .25 US dollars
Its poison as potent as lethal as two
rattlesnakes
Eyes as large as a bread crumb.
Beak as shark as a needle
Skin slick as mud
Soft as a pillow
Heavy as a cottonball

CHEWBACCA
By Fernando
As furry as a fur coat
Sounds like a huge dying dog
As fictional as a unicorn
Ears like a goblin
Face like an animal
As single as Ian Armstrong
Ugly as dead grass
Large as a huge human
Flies in ship like Amelia Earhart
Doesn’t live on earth—like an alien

As still as a statue
As tall as buildings
Has branches that reach out like
hands
As quiet as a spider
Older than my grandma
Bare like a skeleton in the winter
Has flowers the color of pencils in the
spring.

A TEACHER
By Edgar and Chef
Hair as soft as a puppy
Eyes like blueberries
Strong as an ox
Quick like a cheetah
Smart like an owl
Fully like Chris Rock
Blind as a bat
Cool as an ice cube

